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AUTOMATIC LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION: FROM A PHONETIC DIFFERENTIATED MODEL TO A COMPLETE SYSTEM Jérôme Farinas, François Pellegrino, Régine André-Obrecht Institut de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse, Equipe IHM-PT, Université Paul Sabatier F-31 062 Toulouse Cedex 04 Phone: +33 5 61 55 88 35; Fax: +33 5 61 55 62 58 e_mail: [email protected] ABSTRACT The Automatic Language Identification approach we present is based on a differentiated modeling of vowel and consonant systems. The objective is to consider phonetic and phonological features that are not taken into account in the standard phonotactic approach. For each language, the vowel (resp. non vowel) space is statistically modeled (Gaussian Mixture Modeling), and it results in a vocalic system (resp. consonantic system) model, called “the phonetic differentiated model”. With 5 languages from the OGI MLTS corpus, we reach 85% of correct language identification using the differentiated model with 45 second utterances. This performance is increased (91%) when merging the vocalic model and a classical global segmental system. Finally we present our current experiments which aim at providing a complete system, based on phonotactic and prosodic features: a study based on labeled data, showing the influence of the number of phonetic broad categories in a language modeling task, and a current work on duration and intonation features. Keywords: Automatic Language Identification, differentiated phonetic modeling, phonotacty, prosody.



1. INTRODUCTION Automatic Language Identification (ALI) appeared in the United States 25 years ago. The 90’s saw the expansion of this theme, when the first multilingual corpora were made available. The Laboratoire d’Informatique pour la Mécanique et les Sciences de l’Ingénieur (LIMSI) realized the first French study in 1993 supported by the Centre National des Etudes en Télécommunications (CNET), then the Délégation Générale pour l’Armement (DGA) supported a prospective study involving the Institut de Communication Parlée (ICP), the Institut de Linguistique et Phonétique Générale et Appliquée (ILPGA), the laboratoire de la Dynamique Du Langage (DDL) and the Institut de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse (IRIT) that assumed the leadership. Section 2 presents one of the results of this study.



Nowadays, best systems identify quite well (90% of correct identification) one language among eleven, with 45s duration records. But this is not efficient enough for real applications including multilingual information systems or military information retrievals. Nowadays, the large spread of human-machine interfaces and the explosion of international telecommunications boost an increasing demand on multilingual services (telephonic servers, information terminals). In state-of-the-art Automatic Speech Recognition systems, it is necessary to use a front-end which could identify the spoken language. In such applications, one of the main preoccupations is to reduce the speech duration from about ten to few seconds. Military founds supported the first research in ALI in the 70s. Intelligence services wanted systems which could identify the language, the dialect and the accent of an unknown speaker (during phone taping for example). The constraints on such applications are different from human interaction ones: -



the duration of the records could vary and are often about ten second long,



-



the number of identifiable languages or dialects must be as high as possible,



-



in case of reject (non identification of a language), it is still interesting to get a list of candidate languages. To reach these purposes, the classical ALI system must be improved, and the wide range of distinctive features available to characterize a language must certainly be exploited. These features are present at several levels: • Phonetic level: while several phones are widespread in the world languages ('a' for example) others are quite rare (e.g. the uvular 'R'). Inventorying the sounds present in an utterance and their frequency is a way to discriminate among candidate languages. • Phonotactic level: a given sequence of phones can be common in one language and



totally forbidden in another one. Relevant patterns arise from the statistical analysis of these phone sequences [1, 2].



Signal A priori Segmentation



• Prosodic level: the analysis of the fundamental frequency F0 shows that each language develops its own patterns, in term of rhythm, accentuation and intonation. Several studies focus on these differences and their discriminating power [3, 4].



{s i}



2. THE PHONETIC DIFFERENTIATED MODEL



{d i} Vowel Detection {c i}



Acoustic Modelling



{a i,d i,c i}



• Morpho-syntactic and lexical levels: if we take the sequence ‘yes, of course’, the language is likely to be English whereas with ‘oui, bien sûr’, it is reasonable to guess that it is French. Each language uses its own lexicon and its own syntax: sentence patterns are different [5]. Most of the recent studies [1, 5, 6] are based on a ngram type language modeling: they focus on the phonotactic level. We present in section 2 a phonological and phonetic approach based on the “differentiated model”; in section 3, we introduce our present research on the phonotactical and prosodic level in order to achieve a complete system which exploits most of the available sources of information.



Speech Activity Detection



VS Model - 1



CS Model - 1



VS Model - 2



CS Model - 2



...



...



VS Model - N



CS Model - N



Vowel System Decision Rule



Consonant System Decision Rule Statistical Merging L*



Figure 1 - Block diagram of the Phonetic Differentiated Model system. The upper part represents the acoustic preprocessing and the lower part the language dependent Vowel-System and Consonant-System Modeling.



The PDM system (see figure 1) is composed of: 2.1 Motivations At the phonological level, languages could be efficiently classified according to their vowel systems (VS) [7, 8]: the 451 languages of the UPSID database [10] share 307 vocalic systems, and 271 of them are specific to a language. So, even if the VS descriptions are not sufficient to discriminate all the languages, their topology and their spectral distribution bring pertinent information that should be considered. At the acoustic level, considering phones that share the same acoustic space in a homogeneous model is more efficient than put heterogeneous phones in a unique model: the modeling of voiceless fricatives and vowels in a unique model is less efficient than using separate (or differentiated) models. Moreover if a model is defined for each phone class, specific rules (for example the limits of vocalic spaces) may be used. 2.2 System overview In our system we consider only two classes of phones: the vocalic phones and the non vocalic ones (from now we will call these phones the consonant phones and they form the consonant system CS). So, for each language, a VS model and a CS model is defined to compose the “phonetic differentiated model” (PDM) of the language. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is applied to evaluate both VS and CS.



-



-



-



-



a statistical segmentation of the speech in long steady units and short transient ones. The “ForwardBackward Divergence” algorithm [9] is applied. A sequence of segments (st)0 
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